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Abstract: This study aims to investigate the barriers that exist when implementing continuous improvement methodologies, such as Lean Six Sigma (LSS), within the Irish Pharma industry. The main finding of this study is that 45% of participants perceived that a highly regulated environment could be a barrier to continuous improvement implementation, while 97% of respondents utilised Continuous improvement (CI) methods, such as Lean, Six Sigma, and LSS, within their organisations. While the International Conference of Harmonisation integrates CI into its Pharmaceutical Quality Systems (PQS) regulations, the highest motivation for CI implementation amongst the Irish Pharma industry is to improve Productivity and Quality. The main obstacles highlighted for CI implementation in Pharma attributed to stringent regulatory regimes were fear of extra validation activity, a compliance versus quality culture, and a regulatory culture of being “safe”. Another relevant finding presented in this paper is that participants CI LSS tools are very strongly integrated into the pharma industries corrective and preventative action system, deviations, and internal audit systems. Limitations of the research are that all the data collected in the survey came from professionals working for multinational Pharmaceutical companies based in Ireland. The authors understand that this is the first research focused on the barriers and status of CI initiatives in the pharmaceutical industry. The results of this study represent an important step towards understanding the enablers and obstacles for the use of continuous improvement methodologies in pharmaceutical manufacturing industries on a global scale.
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1. Introduction

Manufacturing excellence in the Pharmaceutical and Biopharmaceutical industry is a hallmark of Ireland’s success in the sector. This sector is constantly driving growth, and Ireland has seen continued capital investment averaging €1 billion per annum over the last 10 years [1]. There are over 85 pharma companies in Ireland, with 9 of the world’s top 10 pharma companies operating in Ireland. Ireland is now the largest net exporter of pharmaceuticals in the EU, accounting for over 50% of all exports from the country [2]. The sector employs more than 30,000 people in Ireland [3]. At the EU level, Pharmaceutical manufacturers contributed €37 billion in 2019, and the sector provided 800,000 direct jobs and a €109.4 billion trade surplus [4]. The biggest export markets for Irish Pharma products are Europe and the USA, receiving 36% and 30% of Irish pharma exports, respectively [5].

By their very nature, pharmaceutical medicines and drugs are dangerous if misused or prescribed incorrectly and can have many side effects, including fatalities. Regulation
affects every aspect of the pharmaceutical sector, including pre-marketing development, marketing authorisation, manufacturing, and post-marketing activities [6]. The manufacturing of pharmaceutical products is thus subject to stringent regulatory strictly controls by authorities to ensure product safety, Quality, and efficacy. In addition, manufacturers must conform to the regulatory requirements of the geographical region in which medicines and drugs are being manufactured and the regulatory regimes to which they are being exported or marketed for use [7,8]. The industry is one in which revenues are decreasing because of competition from generic alternatives [9], while the costs of R&D are rising and competition is increasing [10]. Hence the Pharma industry is increasingly adopting CI as a means of improving efficiency and reducing costs.

Dale [11] define continuous improvement as “the means of improvement to people and process performances needs to be continually sought and monitored”. The implementation of continuous improvement methodologies must consider the development of a culture for continuous improvement, which aims to eliminate waste in all processes, involving all employees, without necessarily having a significant financial expenditure [12]. Many continuous improvement methods are utilised by organisations in all types of industry, with Lean, Six Sigma, and Lean Six Sigma (LSS) evolving as the CI methodologies of choice in recent years [13].

While CI methodologies have been deployed widely in many organisations, the application in highly regulated industries such as the Pharmaceutical industry is not as researched or studied as in other sectors [13–17]. Examples of some large Pharma companies which have Lean programs include AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson, and Pfizer [18].

There have been some studies on Lean application in Pharma [14], for example, Pharma industry readiness for Lean [19], and how Lean can be practiced in a Pharma environment [20]. Pharmaceutical companies are secretive by nature and are cautious about releasing any information that may put them at a disadvantage to their competitors [21]. Several studies on CI in the highly regulated and comparable medical device industry have highlighted the regulated nature of the industry as a barrier to CI [20,22,23]. Furthermore, although organisations have widely implemented CI, sustaining the momentum of CI activities have been a challenge [23]. This research contributes to a gap in published literature by investigating the critical failure factors (CFF’s) and benefits for CI methodology deployment and identifying the types of CI methodologies utilised for deploying CI in the Irish Pharmaceutical sector. Further, the study also investigates if the highly regulated nature of the pharmaceutical sector is an additional CFF and barriers to embracing CI. This research will also explore the extent of continuous improvement methods such as Lean, Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma within the industry and the type of CI tools utilised. The authors are asking the following research questions:

1. What are the CI methods and tools utilised for CI in the Irish Pharmaceutical industry?
2. What are the drivers and benefits for use of CI within the Pharma industry?
3. What are the CFF’s for deployment of CI in the Irish Pharma industry?
4. Does the highly regulated nature of the Irish Pharmaceutical industry pose a unique and significant barrier to CI methodology deployment and culture?

The remainder of the paper is as follows; Section 2 describes the literature, followed by research methodology in Section 3. Next, the results are presented in Section 4, followed by a discussion and implications in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion, limitations, and scope for future research are outlined in Section 6.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Pharmaceutical Industry & Regulatory Background

The primary difference between biopharmaceuticals and traditional pharmaceuticals is the method the drugs are produced: The former are manufactured in living organisms such as bacteria, yeast and mammalian cells, whereas the latter are manufactured through a series of chemical synthesis [24]. The FDA defines a drug, in part, as “intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease” and “articles (other
than food) intended to affect the structure or any function of the body of man or other animals [13]. Thus, due to the importance of drugs (US FDA term) and medicines (more utilised in Europe by the European Medicines Agency) and the dangers they can pose and the benefits to humans in their use, their manufacture is highly regulated.

In the European Union, of which Ireland is a part and globally across other jurisdictions, drugs and medicines are stringently regulated by laws that govern the safety, efficacy, and Quality across their lifetime, pre-and post-market [25].

Before marketing, a drug manufacturer must obtain a marketing authorisation in the relevant jurisdiction they want to manufacture in and in any jurisdiction in which they want to export products. For example, in Europe, medicines and the European pharmaceutical manufacturers are regulated by the European Medicines Agency (EMA), while the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulate the US manufacturers and anyone with a market authorisation to export into the USA.

According to the Irish Health Products Regulatory Authority (HPRA) (and by association the EMA), the risk of using a medicinal product should be acceptable and reasonable, taking into account that the use of any medicine carries a risk, which should be considered in the light of the likely benefit. Thus HPRA (or the relevant global regulatory authority) must be kept informed of any new safety data which emerges (and which might affect the benefit/risk balance [26].

An initial regulatory submission or drug marketing authorisation application to authorities includes a general description of the overall drug manufacturing strategy [27]. It requires evidence of an approach to process validation where a manufacturing process (or supporting utility systems) performance is continuously monitored, evaluated, and adjusted as necessary. Wicher emphasised the importance of proactive use of a broad range of quality and process development tools throughout the manufacturing lifecycle. These tools are most effective when integrated using process validation guidelines [28].

Any changes implemented after a drug marketing authorisation has been achieved which may affect drug manufacturing processes, materials, tests, monitoring, equipment and which may be implemented or proposed as part of CI program actions or even cause minor changes in procedures must be assessed for risk [29]. Risk assessment ensures the product purposes, functionality, efficacy, Quality or safety is not affected. Actions generated by CI initiatives, for example, may involve submissions or notifications to regulatory bodies as these changes may impact the drug performance and affect the manufacturers originally approved market authorisation status [19,21].

When implementing any change or variation type or CI, there is always fear that a quality defect may occur which needs to be reported or recalled in a formal recall (all regulatory jurisdictions have a form of recall procedures and processes). Recalls create unwanted attention on the manufacturer by the regulatory authorities and create a loss of revenue and increased workload and resources in providing regulatory root cause and corrective actions (RCCA) [30]. The financial implication of drug recalls also are substantial. For example, Johnson and Johnston, one of the world’s largest producers of healthcare products, reported a $900 million reduction in 2010 sales resulting from product recalls [31]. A 30-month study conducted in 2016 on FDA drug recalls found the top 5 drug recall reasons were contamination, mislabeling, adverse reaction, defective product, and incorrect potency [32]. Hence manufacturers are adverse to change, risk and associated CI that may impact product quality for fear of unwanted regulatory body attention and potential recalls. Any proposed change or CI should be managed as part of a formal change management process for pharmaceutical manufacturing, and processes should incorporate an assessment of potential risks [27].

Regulatory authority milestones and processes are a well-recognised bottleneck in terms of time, resources and cost for pharmaceutical manufacturers [8,25]. One of the most significant challenges for any regulatory agency regulating a highly technical field is maintaining a high enough level of scientific expertise to evaluate changes correctly. This problem is acute for agencies regulating the pharmaceutical industry [32]. Irish pharma-
ceutical manufacturers could be subject to multiple audits a year by different regulatory authorities from countries into which they export products. Regulatory bodies from these countries may audit to assess the companies’ PQS on behalf of the relevant regulatory authorities. This increases pressure on manufacturers who must be “audit-ready”, and resources can be taken up in audit readiness and participation. Thus a focus may be more on compliance than improvement [18]. However, EMA and its European and international partners increasingly cooperate to share information on GMP inspections of manufacturers outside the participating countries and organise joint inspections of manufacturing sites of common interest [33]. The FDA and the EU have collaborated since May 2014 to evaluate how each regulator inspects drug manufacturers and assesses the risk and benefits with mutual recognition agreements (MRA’s) on drug inspections [34]. While this initiative has not eliminated GMP inspections, it has aided in reducing the number of duplicate inspections, saving costly inspectional resources and reducing the number of repeated, often similar inspections. Finally, it demonstrates the effort by regulatory jurisdictions to harmonise processes and thus reduce the regulatory burden on manufacturers.

There is an international trend towards global regulatory harmonisation of pharmaceuticals [35,36]. Harmonisation aims to eliminate duplication across regulatory processes and documentation, ensure standardisation and mutual recognition among jurisdictions of regulatory approvals. In 1990, regulatory agencies and organisations from the US, Europe, and Japan established the International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use to promote the harmonisation of pharmaceutical regulations related to product safety, Quality, and efficacy [37]. The European Medicines Agency (EMA) has also improved the harmonisation of the approval process for drugs with its cross European regional decentralised and centralised mutual recognition authorisation processes [38]. The FDA and other regions participating in the ICH have endeavoured to emphasise flexible regulatory approaches, for example, to facilitate risk-based regulatory decisions (reviews and inspections) manufacturing process improvements, within the approval that was given for their market authorisation dossier applications. This flexible regulatory approach within ICH guidelines is encouraged with the advantages of no further regulatory review and a reduction of post-approval submissions [39,40].

The ICH Guidelines on a Pharmaceutical Quality System (PQS), known as ICH 10, states that “Implementation of ICH Q10 throughout the product lifecycle should facilitate innovation and continual improvement and strengthen the link between pharmaceutical development and manufacturing activities” [41]. Management are also directed to “advocate continuous improvement”, and Section 3 has a “Change Management Process” category. ICH 10 [41] further states that “The change management system ensures continual improvement is undertaken in a timely and effective manner”. While this is positive in terms of CI, the following statement “It should provide a high degree of assurance there are no unintended consequences of the change”; can mean there is an over-focus on the risk of the change or CI and this a cautious approach to CI.

2.2. Regulatory Environments a Specific CFF to CI Deployment

There are some case studies on LSS and CI in pharma organisations. However, a recent case study published in 2021 on LSS in an Irish pharmaceutical company demonstrated an example of where an appropriate corrective action was identified but not taken due to fear of a having to enter a lengthy regulatory submission and an almost certain requirement to revalidate the process [13]. Chowdary and George [14] have highlighted the lack of Lean application in pharma clean room environments describing it as “feeble”. Another study by Boylan et al. in 2021 described its aim of redesigning its design control process without affecting regulatory compliance [42].

In recent years, many commentators, particularly those with industry ties, have criticised regulators for overburdening the pharmaceutical industry and hindering its ability to develop, manufacture and market new drugs [32,43]. Regulatory barriers, regulatory
practices, and concepts; issues associated with inspecting facilities with new technologies and making changes after application approval; and the lack of international harmonisation of regulatory convergence have all been identified as affecting CI or innovation [43]. As part of the international harmonisation effort, the ICH, the FDA and EMA have recognised that regulatory regimes can lend to a compliance and risk-averse culture instead of a CI culture. Subsequently, the ICH has recently published a guideline known as ICH Q12 on technical and regulatory considerations for the pharmaceutical product lifecycle [44]. This guidance focuses on managing certain post-approval (manufacturing process) changes within the individual pharmaceutical organisation’s own remit and own PQS. These changes are proposed to be managed as part of the internal pharmaceutical quality system (PQS) only or as a regulatory notification (with no or limited prior approval by regulators) when a comprehensive risk assessment concludes that a proposed change introduces no risk to patient safety, product quality and efficacy. In other words, companies can manage more internal manufacturing process CI changes without the need for prior regulatory approval, provided they operate under a framework including an effective PQS, along with sound product and process knowledge and risk management practices [7].

Currently, ICH Q12 is in the implementation phase across the ICH regions. However, especially in the EU, revision of local regulations (the EU Variations Regulation) will have to be performed to fully implement the concepts of Q12 [39].

While ICH Q12 and previous harmonisation efforts will not remove regulatory burden but it may, in some cases, reduce it as it demonstrates steps by the regulatory authority to attempt to listen to industry stakeholders, remove elements of bureaucracy and aid improved and effective CI programs within a pharmaceutical organisations own QMS.

Continuous improvement is a valuable strategy for an organisation to improve productivity quality and, enhance products and services and attain a competitive advantage. The most common driver for pharmaceutical companies to adopt Lean is to improve the overall manufacturing efficiency [45].

There are several critical success factors for the deployment and implementation of CI methods such as LSS. Within the critical success factors identified, management commitment and support, clear communication, providing key resources and training, and organisational culture were identified as key [46]. On the other hand, there were many CFF’s identified in CI deployment [47,48]. Albliwi et al. [47] highlighted that a lack of financial or physical resources has been cited as a critical failure factor for Lean deployment and can affect organisational readiness to embrace CI. Organisational culture is an important critical success factor for CI method implementation [49,50].

3. Methodology

The authors utilised an online survey for data collection targeted at Pharmaceutical organisations and staff working in Quality, regulatory, pharmacovigilance, manufacturing engineering, continuous improvement and other associated functions of the pharmaceutical life cycle. An online survey instrument was chosen to increase speed of data collection, ease of completion and it is a flexible, easily automated tool [51]. The online survey enabled the collection of a large amount of data from participants expeditiously. The survey (Appendix A) was divided into two sections. The first section part aimed to obtain general information about the respondents and their organisations. A specific question was asked, “Do you feel that a highly regulated Pharmaceutical environment stifles continuous improvement programs in your organisation?” to which the respondent could answer yes or no. If they answered Yes, they were then asked to tick various options (while the “no” respondents were directed to move on to another question) concerning why they felt regulated environments could be a barrier to CI.

The second section of the online survey was devoted to eliciting information about various aspects of the integration, use, and types of LSS and CI tools within Pharmaceutical organisations. Continuous improvement, Quality, and other professionals working in various pharmaceutical industry functions were contacted via LinkedIn and invited to
participate in this study via the LinkedIn personal messaging system [52]. Piloting of the survey was conducted prior to dissemination to ensure the design and approach was appropriate. The proposed online survey questions and online format was first piloted [47,50] with ten professionals from the pharmaceutical industry who more than ten years of experience in had implementing continuous improvement in their organisations. The comments and feedback from the pilot study were subsequently used to review the survey questions and make the questions more readable and relevant to the research.

The survey, once revised, was sent out to over 150 professionals working in Pharmaceutical and Biopharmaceutical organisations in various roles and functional areas that support the development, design and manufacturing of drug products. Distributing to a wide variety of functional professionals enabled an organisational viewpoint across the manufacturing product lifecycle in the respective Pharmaceutical organisations. A total of 80 valid responses out of 150 distributed survey links were collated over 12 weeks, yielding a response rate of 53%. Many research studies have indicated 20% as a sufficient survey response rate [53]. The number of years of experience of the survey respondents is given in Figure 1. The respondents were also asked about their length of experience within the Pharma industry, and 76% of respondents had over two years of experience.

3. Methodology

The authors utilised an online survey for data collection. The survey questions were divided into two sections. The first section aimed to obtain general information about the respondents such as their location, industry type, and the number of years of experience in participating in CI activities. The survey was conducted prior to dissemination to ensure the design and approach was appropriate. The proposed online survey questions and online format was first piloted [47,50] with ten professionals from the pharmaceutical industry who more than ten years of experience in had implementing continuous improvement in their organisations. The comments and feedback from the pilot study were subsequently used to review the survey questions and make the questions more readable and relevant to the research.

The survey, once revised, was sent out to over 150 professionals working in Pharmaceutical and Biopharmaceutical organisations in various roles and functional areas that support the development, design and manufacturing of drug products. Distributing to a wide variety of functional professionals enabled an organisational viewpoint across the manufacturing product lifecycle in the respective Pharmaceutical organisations. A total of 80 valid responses out of 150 distributed survey links were collated over 12 weeks, yielding a response rate of 53%. Many research studies have indicated 20% as a sufficient survey response rate [53]. The number of years of experience of the survey respondents is given in Figure 1. The respondents were also asked about their length of experience within the Pharma industry, and 76% of respondents had over two years of experience.

Figure 1. Years of experience of respondents in working in the pharma industry.

4. Results

The respondents were asked basic questions about their location (which was distributed in Ireland) and industry type, whether pharmaceutical or biopharmaceutical. The analysis plan is detailed in Figure 2, given below.

![Figure 2. Research Analysis Plan.](image-url)
As shown in Table 1, the respondents came from a wide range of functional areas within their organisations. These functional areas contribute to the successful manufacturing and product distribution associated with pharmaceutical manufacture. The majority of respondents, nearly one in four, worked directly with the manufacturing floor (24%) as pharmaceutical or biopharma production operators or supervisors. The functional areas that support pharmaceutical production included manufacturing or process engineering (14%), operations quality (9%), validation engineering (9%), and QC laboratories (9%), followed by continuous improvement and supply chain/logistics functions at 8% each. Thus, there was a representative selection of participants from all functional areas within a manufacturing facility. Unfortunately, not all functional support areas, such as HR, pharmacovigilance, and other support functions, such as R&D and supplier quality, were as widely represented as those very involved with direct pharmaceutical GMP production lines. However, continuous improvement methodologies tend to be traditionally more strongly associated with the manufacturing floor, so there was a good representation of respondents familiar with CI methods.

Table 1. Functional Areas within Pharma of the respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Areas of Respondents</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production/Operations</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing /Process Engineering</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations Quality</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QC Lab Role</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Improvement</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Chain/Logistics</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Systems</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse/Shipping</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D/Design</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complaints/Pharmacovigilance/Post Market surveillance</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier Quality</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Writer</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Respondents were also asked to select from a range of possible generic or pharmaceutical quality standards or regulatory systems that they were certified to or in compliance with (Table 2). Respondents could select one response or all that applied from a range of examples, including 21 CFR part 211 or part 10, ISO 9001:2015, or ICH systems.

Table 2. Quality System and/or Good Manufacturing practise regulations/guidelines adhered to by Irish pharma organisations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality System</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 CFR 211</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO 9001:2015</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICH Q10 Pharma Quality System</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 CFR 210</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICH Q7 (ICH GMP for API)</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the majority of Irish pharmaceutical companies export into Europe and are licenced to export into the USA, they are often in compliance with both European regulations and U.S. FDA regulations and other global regulatory regimes depending on their export markets. Respondents were given options related to the International Standard Organisation (ISO) standard for quality management systems, which can be applied to any organisational product or service, known as ISO 9001:2015. Other choices listed included the FDA Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) current good manufacturing practice (cGMP) regulations for finished goods pharmaceuticals (21 CFR Part 211) as well as the FDA CFR cGMP regulations for manufacturing, packing, or holding of drugs (21 CFR Part 210).

The European Medicines Agency publishes scientific guidelines on human medicines that the International Council harmonises for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH). The EMA requires that pharmaceutical manufacturers follow the ICH Guideline Q10 on Pharmaceutical Quality System (PQS) requirements in relation to their QMS. There is also a guidance called the ICH Q7 Good manufacturing practice for active pharmaceutical ingredients (API). Regional GMP requirements, the ICH Q7 Guideline, “Good Manufacturing Practice Guide for Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients”, and ISO quality management system guidelines form the foundation for the ICH Q10 PQS system [41].

While the FDA, the EMA and ICH have many guidelines related to drug development, manufacturing and product release, only the relevant guidelines related to GMP and QMS’s were included in this study. As a result, some pharma organisations may have been certified to comply with more than one of the QMS or GMP guidelines, regulations or standards outlined in Table 2, depending on their export markets. Compliance to both FDA GMP, the aforementioned ISO standard, and the ICH Q10 guidance can help an organisation provide superior products, processes, and invaluable customer service. This will result in a safer and healthier drug-product pipeline and an improved financial bottom line for the industry [54].

Nearly one in three of the respondents (28%) stated that they were in compliance with 21 CFR part 211 the US FDA regulations for cGMP for finished pharmaceuticals, with one in four or 25% stating they had been certified to ISO 9001:2015 and a further one in four or 25% stating they adhered to the ICH Q10 PQS. As ISO 9001 certification is the most widely utilised standard for any generic type, it is implemented widely but is not required by global regulatory pharma authorities. However, certification to ISO 9001:2015 demonstrates that a specific set of criteria for the quality management system has been created, maintained, and is supported by top management.

In relation to the types of CI methodologies utilised within the Irish pharma industry, respondents were questioned on “which CI methodologies are you applying within your pharmaceutical organisation?” As demonstrated in Figure 3, 51% of respondents indicated that they utilised Lean, Six Sigma, and LSS, with 29% stating they used only LSS. In total, 97% of respondents stated that they used CI methodologies. Only 3% of respondents stated that none of the aforementioned CI methodologies are utilised in their organisations. Those respondents are likely based in non-manufacturing-related functions or support functions that may not regularly use CI methods.

The internal reasons for using CI in Irish pharma organisations were the respondents’ next question. The respondents were asked to rate whether productivity, customer focus, quality, regulatory, and safety reasons were of a high, moderate, or low driver or not a driver at all for implementing CI in their organisations.

Productivity was seen as a high driver at 59% and a driver at 33% -there was an overwhelming consensus that a Productivity (92% combined) focus drives CI in Irish Pharma. A Quality focus was nearly as high a driver of CI deployment as Productivity, with 55% of respondents stating Quality was a high diver and 28% stating that Quality was a driver (83% combined). Both Productivity and Quality are more or less equally high as priorities for deploying CI initiatives. However, Customer focus, Financial and Safety were ranked as high drivers (all at 43%). This suggests that while Productivity is more
important to Pharma organisations than Quality, customer and safety is also high on these organisations priorities. Generally, the most common driver for pharmaceutical companies to adopt Lean is improving overall manufacturing Productivity and efficiency [45].

A regulatory focus was seen as the lowest-ranked area in the high driver of CI methodology category at 28% but was the highest rank driver in the “driver” category at 35%. This was a surprising finding given that the industry is so highly regulated to provide safe, quality, risk-free products, which are vital inpatient and general public treatments and can result in life-or-death situations. As these organisations adhere to so many regulations driven by external government authorities to ensure safe products are manufactured, it would be assumed that regulatory focus drove CI and not productivity. The results are outlined in Table 3.

Table 3. Internal drivers of CI in the Irish pharmaceutical industry by focus area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>High Driver</th>
<th>Driver</th>
<th>Moderate Driver</th>
<th>Low Driver</th>
<th>Does Not Drive a CI Focus Whateversoever</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer/Patient</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next question asked was how integrated they felt that CI methodologies were in areas of their Quality Management System and within other departmental functions and systems. Respondents indicated that CI tools were “very integrated” into the following areas in order of ranking: (1) Corrective and Preventive Action System (CAPA) (49%), (2) deviations (Non-Conformance) processes (46%), (3) internal and external audit systems (44%), and (4) pharmacovigilance systems (33%). These four aforementioned areas also had a high “integrated” result. Only the management review process, the supplier quality CA process, and design assurance processes were ranked the lowest in having CI methods “very integrated” into their QMS systems. However, even these three areas had relatively
high combined “very integrated” and “integrated” results of 49% (management review process), 37% (supplier quality CA processes), and 31% (design assurance), suggesting that there was still a very high integration of CI methods within these areas even if CI was not as highly integrated there as in other areas. These results suggest a strong focus on CI methods and systems integrated throughout the pharma product lifecycle.

Management and leadership commitment is critical CSF’s for CI [50,55]. Almost 1 out of every 2 respondents (49%) felt that CI was very integrated and integrated in terms of being reviewed in the management review process. This suggests a reasonably strong commitment from Pharma leadership to improve their processes continuously.

The results are outlined in Figure 4. While Pharmacovigilance systems are utilised to ensure product safety in the public domain, Customer Complaints and sourced supplier ingredients and components performance data can provide an important source of information and failure modes for feedback and input to CI programs. However, there were limited respondents from the supplier quality function in the survey, so perhaps the respondents’ knowledge of the supplier quality systems may not be substantial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very Integrated</th>
<th>Integrated</th>
<th>Somewhat Integrated</th>
<th>Not Integrated</th>
<th>Dont Know</th>
<th>Didn’t answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAPA System</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier CA System</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Assurance</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacovigilance Systems</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviations Process</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int. &amp; Ext. Audit System</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Review Process</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Integration of CI into pharmaceutical QMS processes and other various functions.

As all regulatory authorities require manufacturers to show evidence of some corrective and preventative action or improvement system within their QMS, it is not surprising that CI tools are considered very integrated into all areas of the Irish Pharma manufacturers QMS’s and PQS’s. The purpose of the corrective and preventive action subsystem is to collect information, analyse information, identify and investigate product and quality problems, and take appropriate and effective corrective and preventive action to prevent their recurrence.
As all regulatory authorities require manufacturers to show evidence of some corrective and preventative action or improvement system within their QMS, it is not surprising that CI tools are considered very integrated into all areas of the Irish pharma manufacturers QMSs and PQSs. The purpose of the corrective and preventive action subsystem is to collect information, analyze information, identify and investigate product and quality problems, and take appropriate and effective corrective and preventive action to prevent their recurrence. Moreover, a sizeable % of respondents were from the manufacturing area functions and the quality function and so would be more familiar with the CAPA, deviations, and audit systems processes than other more non-manufacturing-related support functions.

Leadership plays an important role in strategy, particularly CI deployment and adoption [48,49].

Lean programs aim to optimize global capacity and inventory while ensuring an uninterrupted supply of needed medicine [56]. The respondents were asked to pick the benefits of having CI in their organisations (Table 4); the respondents listed the following benefits in order of preference (1) improved Productivity (25%), (2) improved product quality (23%), (3) achieved cost savings (14%). There seems to be almost equal importance placed on Productivity in hand with Quality. From the customer’s perspective, the fact that a pharmaceutical plant is running with surplus capacity should have little consequences in the short term. The product will still be delivered on time, at the right Quality, and according to cGMP, but the plant with surplus capacity available has higher operating costs [18]. Thus it is more understandable that the benefits of CI related to customer needs and wants were ranked extremely low as if the plants have surplus capacity, customer needs are met, but operating costs are more of a priority. Cultural aspects of CI benefits such as teamwork and communication also scored very low.

Table 4. The Benefits of CI in the Irish Pharma Industry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits of CI</th>
<th>No. of Responses</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improved Productivity</td>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved product quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieving Cost Savings</td>
<td></td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Staff Efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Speed/Timeliness</td>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced defect rate in processes</td>
<td></td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Employee Engagement</td>
<td></td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Standardization of Processes/Procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Customer/Patient Safety</td>
<td></td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Customer/Patient Satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensures Compliance</td>
<td></td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Employee Satisfaction and morale</td>
<td></td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Communication Between the Departments</td>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Understanding of Customer Wants/Needs</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A multiple-choice-type-answer question was asked on the CFFs for CI based on the literature, and respondents were asked to pick five CFFs. The top CFFs to CI (Figure 5) was seen as (1) resistance to a CI culture change (12%), (2) lack of training and education (10%), (3) poor communication about CI from senior management (9%), (4) lack of resources (financial, technical, human, etc.) (8%), and (5) a lack of awareness of the need for LSS and
its benefits (8%). Fear of extra regulatory work, e.g., validation as a result of CI projects, also features in the top six CFFs.

The Senior Management and leadership role features as a recurring theme in the top 10 of the questionnaire responses in terms of poor communication about CI from senior management (ranked #3), lack of leadership skills and vision (ranked #8) and lack of top management attitude and commitment (ranked #10). This support can be a serious CFF for any CI initiative [47].

Moreover, the finding that only 20% of respondents felt CI reviews were very integrated into the management review processes and systems supported this finding even if a further 29% thought it was integrated. As support for CI and training comes from leadership support and direction, as does enabling CI culture, it is not surprising that lack of training and education and resistance to culture change is the second- and third-ranked CFFs after poor communication about CI from senior management. A lack of resources can also be attributed to a lack of support from leadership and an already heavy compliance workload.

The next question asked was, “Which of the following CI tools are utilised in your organisation, or are you aware of it as being utilised (please tick all that applies to your organisation)?” The respondents were provided with several Lean and Six Sigma tools from which to choose and aid in their responses (Figure 6). The top five tools utilised according to the respondents were (1) C&E, (2) 5 Whys, (3) 5S, (4) process mapping, and (5) brainstorming and FMEA (equal) in order of ranking. The least utilised or recognised tools were Hoshin Kanri (strategic top-down, bottom-up planning), hypothesis testing, and Hejunka (Level scheduling). As Hoshin Kanri and Hejunka are the original Japanese Lean terms, some respondents may not recognise these, or they may be utilised under different names if they are being used.

Just under 100% of respondents (77) stated they had utilised Cause and Effect analysis or were familiar with it. Over half of the tools listed in the survey were utilised by over 50% of respondents organisations, with several of the remaining tools utilised by between 25% and 30% of respondents. This suggests that CI tools are familiar to these organisations; people have been educated about their use and are familiar with them. As
97% of respondents stated that they utilised CI methodologies within their organisations (Lean, LS, SS), this would back up this result of high awareness and use of CI tools.

Figure 6. CI tools most utilised in Irish pharma.

A question was asked concerning this to establish if a highly regulated environment is a barrier to continuous improvement programs in Irish pharma. Respondents were given a simple option to answer “yes” or “no” to the question that regulated environments were a barrier to CI. More respondents answered “no” (55%) to this question and stated that regulatory compliance or regulations were not a barrier to CI in Irish pharma organisations. However, there was a decisive “yes” vote (45%) in response to the question (Figure 7). The results suggest some evidence to the argument that a highly regulated pharma environment can stifle CI initiatives.

Figure 7. “Does regulatory compliance or a regulated environment/culture at as a barrier to continuous improvement programs in your organisation?”.
This correlates with the literature which has stated that Pharmaceutical manufacturers are reluctant to change processes that are confirmed and validated and accepted as compliant [13,16,18].

Respondents who answered “yes” that they believed that a regulated pharma environment was a barrier to CI deployment and progress were asked another question in relation to specific barriers to CI using a Likert scale (Table 5). The “strongly agree” and “agree” answers to this question were high, as this question was only completed by the 45% of respondents who had answered that pharma regulations were a barrier to CI. The top reasons highlighted in order of the “strongly agree” rankings by those who felt there were barriers to CI in regulated industries were, in order of ranking: (1) fear of extra validation activity (44%), (2) a compliance versus quality culture (42%), (3) a regulatory culture within the organisation of being “safe” (42%), and (4) fear of extra regulatory submission workload (42%). The combined “strongly agree” and “agree” vote for all of the issues mentioned above was between 70% and 89%, which indicates that the regulatory environment was deemed a considerable barrier to CI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons for CI Barriers in Regulated Environments</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither Agree Nor Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fear of extra validation activity</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance v’s Quality (closing issues/investigations within deadlines)</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory Culture of being “safe.”</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overdependence on a Continuous Improvement owner/dept. to drive program</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes seen as potentially affecting compliance to Regulations</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of extra regulatory submission workload</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI seen as a Quality dept initiative</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of training</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPA seen as unwanted extra work</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory department don’t see benefits.</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of management support</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy external audit schedule limits time for CI</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 44% of respondents strongly agreed, and 31% agreed that fear of extra validation activity is a barrier to CI. “A fear of extra submission workload” as a barrier to CI, while only having a low “strongly agree” vote at 42%, had a 31% “agree” vote agreeing that it was a barrier factor for CI. The “CAPA system seen as unwanted extra work,” having a low “strongly agree” vote of 14%, had the highest “agree” vote as a barrier to CI at 42%.

The barriers of having a “compliance versus quality” culture had a strongly agreement percentage of 31% and an agree vote of 39%, while a regulatory culture of being “safe” had a 42% strongly agree vote and a 47% agree with vote. These two barriers are reflective of a regulatory focus that could stifle CI.

While external audit preparation can be very time-consuming, a heavy external audit schedule as a barrier to CI had a very low “strongly agree” vote of 11% compared to other barriers offered. However, it had a high 25% of “agree” votes.

“CAPA was seen as unwanted extra work” while not in the top “strongly agree” barriers to CI had a strongly agree vote and an agree vote of 14% and 42% that it was a barrier to CI. CAPA’s are seen as time-consuming and extra paperwork [57]. A global medical device manufacturer, Medtronic stated that they spend “about $150m on CAPA” [58].
Interestingly, CI, being seen as a quality department initiative, had the highest disagree and strongly disagree vote at 36% and 11%, respectively, suggesting that CI was generally owned by more than just the quality function. This suggests a positive CI culture across the organisation. This finding also correlates with the previous results that 97% of the respondents stated CI methods are being utilised in their organisations and that there was a high familiarity and knowledge of CI tools.

5. Discussion and Implications

This research has concluded that Irish pharma has adopted and integrated CI methods, with CI methods being utilised and deployed in 97% of participating manufacturers. The top five tools used for CI according to the respondents were (1) C&E, (2) 5 Whys, (3) 5S, (4) process mapping, and (5) brainstorming, in order of ranking. These tools would be deemed very traditional basic tools, suggesting usage and engagement in fundamental problem solving and CI. On the other hand, some more complex CI tools, like Hoshin Kanri, Hejunka, and statistical-based hypothesis testing, were the least utilised or recognised tools cited by respondents, suggesting that management could be doing more to train and educate on CI within their organisations.

In terms of the benefits of CI in Irish Pharma organisations, (1) improved productivity, (2) improved quality, and (3) achieving cost savings were highlighted as the top three benefits.

CI tools were “Very Integrated” into the following areas in order of ranking: 1. Corrective & Preventive Action System (CAPA) (49%), 2. Deviations (Non-Conformance) processes (46%), 3. Internal and External Audit systems (44%), and 4. Pharmacovigilance systems (33%). This suggests a high integration of CI methods and problem-solving tools into the PQS and QMS. This demonstrates efforts to drive CI practices into the regulatory process. The ICH has also tried to focus on a strong CI approach via ICH 10 and ICH 12 [41,44].

The findings of this research found the top CFFs to CI were viewed as (1) resistance to a CI culture change, (2) lack of training and education, (3) poor communication about CI from senior management, (4) lack of resources (financial, technical, human, etc.), and (5) a lack of awareness of the need for LSS and its benefits.

Fear of extra regulatory work, e.g., validation as a result of CI projects, also features in the top six CFFs. This CFF is unique to regulated industries and would not have featured in other studies on CFFs for CI in industry.

A total of 55% of respondents stated that regulatory compliance or regulated environments did not stifle CI in their organisation, but 45% agreed that it did. The top six reasons highlighted in order of the “strongly agree” rankings by those who felt there were barriers to CI in regulated industries were: (1) fear of extra validation activity, (2) a compliance v’s quality culture, (3) a regulatory culture within the organisation of being “safe,” and (4) fear of extra regulatory submission workload.

The implications for this study are that it can inform continuous improvement programs in the Irish pharma and wider global pharma industry as to the challenges, CFFs, and barriers to deployment of CI. Apart from the findings on specific CFFs to CI that are common to all organisational types, there is some strong evidence that a regulated environment can be a further barrier to CI deployment in an organisation. Leadership teams can utilise this research to analyse their organisations and assess their readiness in terms of a regulatory environment for CI. Within the academic community, this study is one of the first focusing on the barriers to CI within a pharma and regulated environment and should aid further study, research, and understanding of CI in regulated environments.

6. Conclusions, Limitations, and Directions for Further Research

The research objectives to ascertain the CI methods and tools used for CI (RF#1), the drivers and benefits for the use of CI (RF#2), and the CFFs for the deployment of CI (RF#3) utilised for CI in the Irish Pharmaceutical industry were all met. The additional objective of
this research to ascertain if the highly regulated nature of the Irish pharmaceutical industry poses a unique and significant barrier to CI methodology deployment and culture (RF#4) was also presented. In summary, there is evidence of strong CI methods deployment (as 97% of respondents stated their organisations are utilising CI initiatives) and CI programs being driven to achieve productivity, quality and cost savings. CFFs to CI deployment are not dissimilar to other sectors, but 45% of respondents believed that a highly regulated environment can pose an additional barrier or CFF to CI.

This research has implications for deployment and understanding of CI programme implementation and the pharmaceutical industry in general. An organisational environment that is highly regulated and engaged with regulatory compliance can experience barriers to CI deployment. Understanding these barriers aid CI program deployment.

The limitations of this study are that it was conducted in the Irish pharma industry and would be pertinent to expand other global pharma clusters. However, the medical device industry is also highly regulated, and the pharmaceutical industry is perhaps as if not more highly regulated than the device industry, so there is an opportunity for comparative studies.

There is also an opportunity to investigate and learn about the perceived differences in the study’s findings within different countries and within different regulatory jurisdictions outside of the ICH regions.

Finally, more in-depth exploratory research in qualitative interviews and specific case studies within the pharma industry would help obtain further insights into the topic of interest.
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Appendix A

Survey Questions

Q1. What country/continent are you based in?
Q2. What industry are you in?
Q3. What function or department do you work in? Please tick as appropriate.
Q4. How many years of experience do you have in continuous improvement methodologies?
Q5. Which of the following methodologies and systems have you worked with or are aware of as being applied in your organization?
   • Lean
   • Six Sigma
   • LSS
   • None of the above
Q6. How integrated are CI into the following quality subsystem or subsystems (Likert scale):
   1. CAPA (Corrective and Preventive Action) System
   2. Supplier Correct Action (SCAR) System
   3. Design Assurance
   4. Pharmacovigilance/Post Market Surveillance/Customer Complaints/Vigilance Systems
   5. Non Conformance System/Deviation Mgmt
   6. Internal and External Audit System
   7. Agenda item in Management Review process
Q7. Do you feel that a regulatory compliance or regulated environment/culture stifles continuous improvement programs in your organization? Yes or No.

Q8. Why do you feel that a regulatory environment can stifle CI? Tick all that apply.
- Lack of management support
- CAPA seen as extra work
- Lack of training
- Heavy external audit schedule—no time for CI
- Culture of being safe
- Fear of extra validation associated with CI improvements
- Fear of extra regulatory submission workload
- Compliance v’s quality (closing issues within deadlines)
- Regulatory department does not see benefits
- Changes seen as potentially affecting compliance to regulations
- Overdependence on a CI owner/dept to drive CI program
- CI seen as a quality department initiative

Q9. What are the internal drivers of CI in your organisation? (Likert scale)
- Customer focus/patient
- Safety focus
- Productivity focus
- Quality focus
- Regulatory focus
- Financial focus

Q10. Please tick what you think are the top 5 benefits of CI to your organization? Tick 5 of the benefits listed.

Q11. Please tick what you think are the top 5 Critical Failure Factors (CFFs) to the use of CI methodologies in your organization? (pick from list)

Q12. Which of the following tools have you utilised in your current organization as part of CI initiatives or are you aware of as being utilised? (Please tick all from the list that applies to your organisation)

Q13. Which quality system or quality standard do you adhere to in your organization? Tick all that apply if known.
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